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                To Henry-Louis de La Grange, in gratitude and admiration
Truly intimate portraits of composers are as invaluable as they are rare. Occasionally, sources reveal subjects in candid detail, sharing their views with caring and comprehending contemporaries in whom they placed their trust. Among all such sources pertaining to Gustav Mahler, none has proven more informative and significant than the recollections and reflections of Natalie Bauer-Lechner (1858–1921), a woman keenly devoted to the composer, who kept a detailed diary during the roughly ten years of their deep friendship between 1890 and 1901. An accomplished violinist and violist who had met Mahler while he was student at the Conservatory, Bauer-Lechner went on to have a distinguished career as a member of the Soldat-Roeger String Quartet; she became a close acquaintance of Mahler and his siblings, often accompanying them on summer holidays. Hundreds of handwritten pages (many of which are lost or destroyed) document their encounters and conversations, sometimes preserving Mahler's words verbatim. Bauer-Lechner's journal constitutes a singular achievement, reflecting a considerable presence of mind about her privileged access to a man who, she was profoundly convinced, was endowed with uncommon musical genius.
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